
Add handicapped parking with proper striping and signage.
Create safe and accessible path from parking lot across concrete slab tying into brick pathway.
Create safe and accessible path from bike path to Memorial.  Add new accessible path from bike path along the parking lot by joining
existing entrance by concrete slab to Memorial or change existing brick path to remove one step up.
Change location of portable handicapped accessible bathroom to a more accessible location.
Create accessible path to water fountain.
Create accessible path to playground.
Create curb cuts at intersection of Yardley-Langhorne Rd and Heacock Road to allow access to bike path leading to Memorial.

From: Monica Tierney
To: Lynn Todd
Subject: FW: [EXTERNAL]: Stuff!
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From: lhuchler@aol.com <lhuchler@aol.com> 
Sent: Saturday, October 22, 2022 9:18 AM
To: Monica Tierney <monicat@lmt.org>
Subject: [EXTERNAL]: Stuff!
 
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

 
Hi Monica,
 
Excited to see some of the projects moving forward.
 
 
Please include me on the Macclesfield Project.
        I would be focused on what is in the ADA transition plan - handicapped bathrooms, safe access (fix slope) from parking spaces to bathrooms,
additional pathways to venue areas, review all handicapped parking spots throughout.
 
        I also had daughters that played there - my ex was President of YMS back in the early 2000's so i am very familiar with practicing there and holding
tournaments. 
        I  coached my daughter when LBL lacrosse was still practicing there - we did end up practicing at the middle school fields and then moved to
Middletown township while I was a coach.
 

For the 5 mile woods - I saw that they gave more money  - the wooden platform needs to be minimum 3 feet and a 5 foot passing lane at least every
200 feet. So not sure we need to do 5 feet but if we have money to do that I guess it is nice?
    I would also focus on the 2 handicapped spots you are proposing with a safe access to the proposed walkway and into the Visitor center - take a look at
bathrooms just to make sure all good for now without a major renovation of the center.
    i think there is a a little bump into the building where the bathrooms are but it is easily graded.
 
For Memorial park
    Shade - let me know if you want me involved at all.
    You also stated that some of the equipment needs painting - did you contact AOY or should we ask an eagle Scout?
    I also see in the ADA transition plan that we recommended a pathway from the back entrance to the restrooms - so not sure that could be completed at
the same time?
    
 
For Veterans
    Looks like some changes were made - if you could forward final plans. This is what we had in ADA transition plan so just making sure we are
addressing these items. 
  from your comments during the Board meeting you talked a lot about the playground - so just not sure how much money it will take to do the below and
then add to the playground if money is there to do more to that?
            

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Thank you for al of your efforts on moving these projects forward!!
 
Lisa
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